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CHAPTER 3  

Melody Style Mining 

3.1  Rationale 

Three issues need to be considered for melody mining and classification. One is the feature 

extraction of melody. Another is the representation of the extracted features. The third one is 

the mining and classification technique. 

Some possible features of melody include the pitch sequences, interval or pitch contour, 

and the distribution of pitch. However, these features are not adequate for music style mining. 

Our approach is to utilize the chords based on the harmony to extract features for melody 

style mining. The harmony is dependent on the melody. It is the chords with which a melody 

was accompanied. Therefore, we can find the chords according to the melody sequence.  

Figure 3.1 illustrates the reasons that we choose chord as the feature for melody style 

mining. Figure 3.1(a) and Figure 3.1(b) show two different music segments. These two 

segments are similar in terms of either melody sequence or pitch contour. However, their 

music styles and feelings are quite different. The assigned chord sequences in Figure 3.1(a) 

and Figure 3.1(b) response to this difference. On the other hand, both music segments shown 

in Figure 3.1(c) and Figure 3.1(d) are composed by Bach. Their pitch contour sequences are 

dissimilar while the chords assigned to these two music segments are the same. 

A chord is a combination of three or more notes that sound simultaneously. Triad and 

7th chord are two commonly used chord forms. A triad is composed of three different notes, 
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and there are four triad chord types – major, minor, diminished and augmented triad. The 7th 

chords consist of four notes and there are five types of 7th chords commonly used in 

harmony – dominant, major, minor, half diminished and fully diminished 7th chords. Figure 

3.2 shows these types of triad and seventh chords, from the left to the right, they are C major, 

C minor, C diminished, C augmented triad, C major 7th, C dominant 7th, C minor 7th, C half 

diminished 7th and C fully diminished 7th chords. 

The representation of the chords described above related to the absolute pitch of the 

root note rather than the key of the music. For example, the triad composed of Do, Mi and Sol 

is called C whether in the music of the key of C major or F minor. However, the feelings of 

triad C in the key of C and F are dissimilar. Moreover, while a song modulates, the 

collocation chords would be different because all notes would shift. Figure 3.3 shows the 

influence of the modulation on the representation of chords. To solve this problem, in 

musicology, Roman numerals –Ⅰ, Ⅱ, Ⅲ, Ⅳ,…Ⅶ are used to represent note name of the 

chords with respect to the key. For example, Figure 3.4 shows the Roman numeral 

representations for triads in the key of C major, they are I, Ⅱm, Ⅲm, Ⅳ…Ⅶdim. In Figure 3.3, 

the chord names in brackets are in the Roman numeral representation. 
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Figure 3.1: Examples of segments and the assigned chords. 

 

Figure 3.2: Commonly used types of triad and seventh chords (In C major). 

 

Figure 3.3: Example of the song modulation. 

φ 
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Figure 3.4: Examples of Roman numeral representations for the key of C major chords. 

3.2 Melody Extraction 

MIDI consistfs of more than one channel, and a number of notes may sound at the same 

time. We have to extract the monophonic melody accurately from MIDI first. Four melody 

extraction methods have been proposed in [37]:  

1. All-mono: Merge all channels and remove all notes which sound simultaneously 

except for the highest note. 

2. Entropy-channel: Keep the highest note of each channel, and select the channel 

with largest entropy. 

3. Entropy-part: Use heuristic to segment each channel into parts and select the 

highest entropy parts. 

4. Top-channel: Keep channel with highest average pitch and remove all other notes 

that sound simultaneously except for the highest note. 

Experimental result has shown that all-mono algorithm is more accurate among these 

four methods [37]. However, all-mono algorithm does not consider some useful information 

contained in the MIDI files, such as the instrument or volume. We improved the all-mono to 

get more precise melody sequence; the modified method contains three steps:  
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1. Remove channels of instruments, which are unlikely for melody performing. For 

example, drum and cymbal only perform fixed pitch and we can remove these 

channels. 

2. For each measure, select the channel of the largest volume. The reason is that 

volume of melody is usually the largest, and it does not change channel constantly, 

so melodies of first-half and second-half measures are in the same channel. 

3. For the selected channel of each measure, keep the highest note while several 

notes sound simultaneously. 

In Figure 3.5, the first staff shows an example of a music segment [37]. The second 

staff shows the extracted melody using all-mono. Our method extracts the melody accurately, 

which is shown in the third staff of Figure 3.5. 

 

 

 

Figure 3.5: Examples for melody extraction. 
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3.3 Chord Assignment 

To match up the chords and melody, we develop the chord assignment method based on 

the music theory and guitar chords progression rules. The chord assignment algorithm we 

proposed is a heuristic method based on the music theory and Harmony [30] to match up the 

chords and melody. We choose 60 common chords as the candidates and count score for each 

chord.  

Before the process of chord assignment, we should decide the frequency that the chords 

are assigned to the melody. In other words, the sampling unit which is the basic unit to assign 

chords should be decided. In general, a measure would be assigned one chord or two chords 

when the density of notes in a measure is dense. We first find the prevailing note, whose total 

duration is longest. If the prevailing note is half note, quarter note, and eighth note, the 

sampling unit is four measures, two measures and one measure respectively. Figure 3.6 shows 

the algorithm of determining sampling unit. 

Figure 3.7 shows the Chord Assignment algorithm. In this algorithm, we do the 

following two stages for each sampling unit. 

Stage 1: We first consider the relationship between melody and chords. In this stage, 

we give scores to the chord candidates according to the following reasons: First, in most cases, 

music starts and ends with Tonic chord (chord I). Therefore, we give high score (ten points) to 

chord I while processing the first or the last sampling unit. Second, it would be more 

harmonious if melody sounds simultaneously with chords of the same pitch as melody. 

Moreover, the longer the pitch’s duration in the sampling unit, the stronger influences to the 

chord assignment. 
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Stage 2: If the chord with the highest score in stage one is not unique and current 

sampling unit is not the first of the music, we count chord scores based on chord progression 

and root motion further. Both chord progression and root motion consider the relationship 

between preceding and current chords. Especially, in many forms of music, standardized 

chord progressions are often used. The chord progression describes that dissonant chord is not 

stable and tends to progress to some stable chords to make the music feels completely. Root 

motion states that some intervals of adjacent chords’ roots sound better than others. In the 

Chord Assignment algorithm in Figure 3.7, lines 14 to 24 deal with the chords which are not 

stable and add scores according to the root motion mentioned above. In the last step of the 

algorithm, if there is more than one chord with the highest score, we assign a set of 

highest-score chords, named as the chord-set. The chords shown in Figure 3.1 are assigned 

according to the Chord Assignment algorithm. 

Algorithm Determine-Sampling-Unit 
Input: music object m 
Output: sampling unit SU 
1. Count the occurrence times Cn for all types of notes in m 

2. if notesixteenthnn
CC −=max and noteeighthnotesixteenth CC −− ≥ 2  then  

3. SU = duration of half measure 
4.  else SU = duration of one measure 
5. return SU  

Figure 3.6 : Determine-Sampling-Unit Algorithm. 
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Algorithm Chord-Assignment 
Input: previous chord-set pre_c, sampling unit SU 
Output: chord-set CS 
/* Chord-Assignment-Stage1 */ 
1. set scores of each chord c Sc to zero. 
2. if ( ) φ≠eLastMeasurreFirstMeasuSU UI  then Schord I +=10 
3. for each distinct pitch p accumulate the duration D(p) 
4. { }ppitcheslongestall=P  
5. if SUpD ×≥ 5.0)(max then score = 2 
6. else if 1=P then score = 1 else score = 0 
7. for each chord c do 
8. for each distinct pitch p in SU do 
9. if c contains p then Sc ++ 
10. if φ≠PIc  then Sc += score 
11. if cardinality of 1}max|{ == iic SSc  then return c 
12. else if φ=reFirstMeasuSU I do  
/* Chord-Assignment-Stage2 */ 
13. for each chord c do 
14. if root(pre_c) != leading note and root(c) is descending 5th , descending 3rd 

or descending 4th of root(pre_c) then Sc += 2 
15. if root(pre_c) is subdominant, dominant or leading note and root(c) is 

ascending 2nd then Sc += 2 
16. if pre_c = Ⅰ7 and c =Ⅳ or 
17. pre_c = Ⅱ7 and c =Ⅴ or 
18. pre_c = Ⅲ7 and c =Ⅵ or 
19. pre_c = Ⅳ7 and c =Ⅴ or 
20. pre_c = Ⅵ7 and c = II or 
21. pre_c = Ⅶ7 and c =Ⅲ then Sc += 2 
22. if pre_c = Ⅴ7 then  
23. if c =Ⅰor c = Ⅵ then Sc += 2 
24. if c = V then Sc += 1 
25. if cardinality of 1}max|{ == iic SSc then return c 
26. else for each chord c do 
27. if root(c) = lowest pitch in SU then Sc += 2 
28. return }max|{ iic SScCS ==  

 

Figure 3.7: Chord Assignment Algorithm. 
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3.4 Melody Feature Representation 

After determining the chord-set respective to each sampling unit, melody can be treated 

in the following different ways: 

1. Set of chord-sets: melody is represented as a set of items, where each item is a 

chord-set. 

2. Set of bigrams: melody is represented as a set of bi-grams of chord-sets. A bi-gram 

is an adjacent pair of chord-sets extracted from a sequence of chord-sets. Therefore, 

a melody with n units consists of (n-1) bi-grams. 

3. Sequence of chord-sets: melody is represented as a sequence of chord-sets. In this 

way, a melody with n units is actually an n-gram. 

Table 3.1 shows an example of three types of melody feature representation.  

Table 3.1: Example of chord-sets representation. 

Original chord { }{ m }{ 7,II}{ m }Ⅰ Ⅵ Ⅴ Ⅵ  

Set of chord-sets {{ }, { 7, II}, { m}}Ⅰ Ⅴ Ⅵ  

Set of bigrams {( m), ( m { 7,II}) , ({ 7,II} m) }ⅠⅥ Ⅵ Ⅴ Ⅴ Ⅵ  

Sequence of chord-sets ({ } { m } { 7, II} { m})Ⅰ Ⅵ Ⅴ Ⅵ  

Moreover, in terms of music form, melody may include the introduction, verse, chorus, 

interlude, bridge and ending. The chorus usually repeats several times and is the most 

memorable part. We also extract the chorus which is the repeating pattern in a melody 

sequence. The extracted chorus is therefore associated with the chord-sets and represented in 

the above ways the same as the whole melody. We implemented the repeating pattern finding 
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algorithm proposed in [13]. This algorithm constructs the correlative matrix from melody 

sequence and uses this matrix to find out the repeating patterns. 

3.5 Melody Mining 

In order to obtain the interesting hidden relationships between the extracted features 

and music styles, two frequent pattern mining methods, developed in the data mining field, 

are utilized with respect to three representations of the melody feature. 

If the melody feature is represented as the set of chord-sets or the set of bi-grams, the 

concept of frequent itemset in the association rule mining is utilized [1]. A typical application 

example of association rule mining is market basket analysis, which discovers customers’ 

purchasing behaviors by finding association relationships among items purchased by the 

customers. In market basket analysis, the transaction database records the transactions of the 

customers. Each transaction is an itemset consisting of the items purchased by the customer in 

this transaction. Frequent itemset denotes the items which are frequently purchased together 

by most customers. For example, most customers purchase milk, bread and butter together. In 

the terminology of association rule mining, support of an itemset is defined as the percentage 

of transactions which contain this itemset. Given the minimum support specified by the user, 

an itemset is frequent if its support is larger than the minimum support.  

In our approach, each transaction corresponds to the set of chord-sets of a specific 

music. In other words, in the terminology of association rule mining, a chord-set is 

corresponding to an item. The frequent itemset denotes the set of chord-sets which are 

accompanied together with the melodies of most music of a style. For example, assume that 

there is the frequent item-set {{I}, {V, Ⅵm7}, {V}} for the lyric-style music, this represents 
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that the extracted chords of a great part of lyric-style music consist of chord-set {I}, {V, 

VIm7} and {V} together. The same concept is applied for representation of set of bigrams. 

That is, a bigram of chord-sets corresponds to an item in the terminology of association rule 

mining. We implemented the Apriori algorithm [1] to find the frequent itemsets. 

If the melody feature is represented as the sequence of chord-sets, to find the common 

characteristics of music of the same style, we propose a new type of pattern – frequent 

consecutive sequential pattern. The concept of frequent consecutive sequential pattern is 

modified from that of sequential pattern [2] in sequence data mining techniques. The 

consecutive sequential pattern is consecutive, which differs from the original sequential 

pattern. A consecutive sequential pattern is said to be contained in a transaction if the 

consecutive sequential pattern is a consecutive subsequence of this transaction. For example, 

the consecutive sequential pattern ({V, Ⅵm7}, {V}, {I, III, Vim7}) is contained in the 

transaction ({I}, {V, Ⅵm7}, {V}, {I, III, Vim7}) while ({V, Ⅵm7}, {I, III, Vim7}) is not. 

The support of a consecutive sequential pattern is defined as the percentage of transactions 

which contain this pattern. Given the minimum support specified by the user, a consecutive 

sequential pattern is frequent if its support is larger than the minimum support. We modified 

the join step of the Apriori-based sequential pattern mining algorithm to find frequent 

consecutive sequential pattern. 




